
Modeling of fiber-optic sensors
based on micromechanical vibrations in liquid
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Fiber-optic chemical sensors based on optical power absorption or wavelength changes are well known.
A new type of sensing element is considered. A micromechanical vibrated fiber-optic tip changes its
resonance frequency during its operation. Sensors of this type are simple and convenient and do not
require adjustment while in use. They are useful in industry and in medical applications. The action
of this sensitive element in a liquid is considered. © 1997 Optical Society of America
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1. Principle of Operation

Modulated optical power is launched into the fiber
from a laser or a light-emitting diode ~Fig. 1!. The
bending oscillations of the fiber tip1 ~or silicon string2!
have a known resonance frequency determined by the
size and the mass of the tip. During chemical sensor
operation, the molecules from the surrounding liquid
mixture are absorbed by the cladding of the vibrated
tip, thus changing its mass m. The resulting change
in resonant frequency is dependent on the number of
absorbed detected molecules. By monitoring this
change, we can analyze the concentration of the mol-
ecules in a liquid mixture. This sensor can also be
applied to gases.

2. Analytical Consideration

Theoretical analysis was performed for vibrations of
the quartz cantilever with a circular cross section
with a thin coating of absorbed molecules. For the
sensor operation, we must consider the influence of
the additional mass for a dense medium, that is, for a
surrounding liquid. In this case we present a math-
ematical description of the problem of joint vibration
of the sensor and the additional mass of the liquid.
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This consideration includes the equation of trans-
verse cantilever oscillation @Eq. ~1!#3 with the addi-
tional term for the liquid response. The liquid
action is expressed as an additional pressure PS on
the sensor surface S:

EJ
]4y
]x4 1 rF

]2y
]t2 1 2pr0Pus 5 0, (1)

where r and F are the fiber material densities and the
cross-section squares, F 5 pr0

2, E is the cantilever
elasticity module, y~x, t! is a transverse displacement
of the fiber cantilever, t is time, P is pressure in a
liquid, and S is a cantilever surface. Also, 2pr0P is
an amount of the liquid for a cantilever and J 5
pr0

4y4 is the second rotation moment. The pressure
must conform to the wave equation for the liquid
around the fiber tip. The wave equation must be
expressed by the cylindrical coordinate system appro-
priate to the cylindrical fiber cantilever. There r
and w represent the radius and the angle, respec-
tively, of the cylindrical coordinate system with the
center in the fiber core axis, and x is the direction that
coincides with the fiber axis.
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where C0 is the velocity of sound in a liquid.
The appropriate boundary condition is the nonflow

equation on the cantilever surface:
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where r0 is the liquid density. Last, the fading con-
dition for the excess pressure away from the cantile-
ver is

]P
]r

1 ikP 5 OS1
rD, r3 `. (4)

The solution of Eqs. ~1!–~4! for joint oscillation of the
fiber cantilever and a liquid has the harmonic func-
tion:

y~x, t! 5 W~x!exp~2ivt!,

P~r, x, w, t! 5 P~r, x!exp@i~w 2 vt!#, (5)

where v 5 2pf is the angular frequency.
Substituting Eq. ~5! in Eqs. ~1!–~3!, we obtain the

system of the main equations in the form
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We can make an assumption about the decrease in
the value of pressure P~r, x! far from the fiber canti-
lever surface. P~r, x! is assumed in the more conve-
nient form:

P~r, x! 5 P~r0, x!exp@a~r0 2 r!#, Re~a! . 0. (7)

In Eq. ~7! a is the parameter that must be deter-
mined, so we calculate from Eq. ~6!

P~x, r0! 5 2
v2r0

a
W~x!. (8)

The remaining equations from the initial system for
the cantilever in accordance with Eq. ~8! provide the
following system:

EJWIV~x! 2 v2SrF 1
2pr0r0

a DW~x! 5 0,

WII~x! 1 Sk2 2
1

r0
2 1 a2 2

a
r0
DW~x! 5 0. (9)

The dispersion equation for the gas medium was ob-
tained for the fiber cantilever1 without consideration
of the liquid influence. It has a convenient form:

cos~al !cosh~al ! 5 21, (10)

Fig. 1. Scheme of the sensor.
where, for different modes of vibrations, la1 5 1.875,
la2 5 4.694, and la3 5 7.85 for l 5 1 mm, but lak 5
0.5p~2k 2 1! for k 5 4, 5, 6.

But this dispersion equation in a liquid medium
has the form
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This is the algebraic equation for the a determina-
tion. By substituting x 5 ar0 .. 1, we can get the
simpler equation:

x5 2 4l2Sx 1
2r0

r D 5 0, l 5 vr0yC, C 5 SE
rD

1y2

. (12)

As this equation can be solved numerically, it can be
proved that one of the roots, x1, has a positive sign.
The equation shows the frequency reduction result-
ing from the density of the medium. For a surround-
ing medium ~liquid! that is dense the root of Eq. ~12!
can be calculated approximately as

x1 5 S6
l2r0

r
D1y5

. (13)

For gases, the first root is

x1 5 ~4ls2!1y4 5 ~2l!1y2. (14)

In the main equation for vibrations, the additional
mass of the liquid is considered by the additional last
term with the value of x1 from Eq. ~13!:

EJWIV~x! 2 v2rF S1 1
2r0

x1r
DW 5 0. (15)

In addition to Eq. ~10!, the relation of the a and the v
as described in Ref. 2 is necessary. There it has the
form

a4 5 v2 rF
EJ S1 1

2r0

x1r
D , (16a)

and x1 must be calculated from Eq. ~13! or Eq. ~14! for
liquid or gas. One can find easily the coupling of the
J and F values in the form
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. (16b)

We have considered here the resonance frequency of
vibrations of the fiber-optic cantilever. The fre-
quency as a function of its length l and its fiber radius
r is presented in Figs. 2–4. One can see that the
resonance frequencies increase with an increase in
the fiber radius ~Fig. 2! according to Eqs. ~16! and
~16a! and decrease strongly with the tip-length in-
crease ~Fig. 4!. For high sensitivity for the sensor
fiber tip it is best if sizes are long in length and small
in diameter because changes in frequency are large
during chemical sensor operation because of an in-
crease in the fiber diameter during absorption of the
molecules. In practice a fiber-tip diameter of 1 mm
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is probably more convenient ~Fig. 3!. In Fig. 1 of our
previous paper1 we pointed to the Bragg-like diffrac-
tion grating spectrum change to fix the fiber-tip can-
tilever deviations.

With these results the resonant frequency can be
determined for a vibrated fiber-optic sensor tip in a
liquid. We reduced the sensor frequency v0 by plac-
ing this tip in water, and we achieved a value of v0yv
5 4.

During chemical sensor operation the detected
molecules are absorbed into the fiber-tip surface as

Fig. 2. Resonance frequency as a function of fiber radius; fiber
length, 1 mm.

Fig. 3. Resonance frequency as fiber length increases; fiber ra-
dius, 0.1 mm.

Fig. 4. Resonance frequency as fiber length increases; fiber ra-
dius, 0.035 mm.
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its cladding, with a thickness h and material density
r*. With the fiber cladding increase during the ab-
sorption of detected molecules, we can write the main
equation of vibrations @Eq. ~9!# with an additional
final term:

EJWIV~x! 2 v2SrF 1
2pr0r0

a
1 rF*DW~x! 5 0, (17)

where r*, F* are the density and the cross section of
the layer of detected molecules at the chemical sensor
tip during its work. If

F* < 2phr, (18)

Eq. ~11! will change to
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(19)

With the additional cladding that was formed from
the absorbed molecules, the dispersion equation @see
Eq. ~12!# takes the form

x5 2 4l2FxS1 1

r*F*
rF

D 1 2
r0

r
G 5 0. (20)

The equation for the relation a and v with absorbed-
molecule cladding is transformed from that of Eq.
~16! to

a4 5 v2 rF
EJ

S1 1

r*F*
rF

1
2r0

x1r
D . (21)

To calculate the resonance frequency during a sensor
operation in a denser medium, we must first obtain a
with Eq. ~10!, and calculate Eq. ~16! with Eq. ~13! or
Eq. ~14! to find x1 and v.

The result of the joint calculation of Eqs. ~10!, ~20!,
and ~21! permits us to find the relation of the fiber-
tip-resonance frequency and the thickness of the ab-
sorbed detected molecules ~Fig. 5!.

We take the following dimensions for further con-
sideration: l 5 0.3 mm, r 5 0.035 mm. For prac-
tical applications, for medicine in particular, this is a

Fig. 5. Sensor operation in sugar solution and in petroleum so-
lution.



small and a convenient sensor. It can measure the
changes of the admixture concentration during chem-
ical or clinical analysis. Also this sensor can be use-
ful as a simple instrument for density measurements
in a liquid or for pressure measurements of gases.
The derivations of the v to l and to r gives the strong
dependence of the frequency as l23.

Finally, Fig. 5 demonstrates the process of fre-
quency change during molecule absorption for two
interesting practical cases. The upper curve corre-
sponds to sugar absorption ~density r* 5 1.525 gy
sm3! in a medical application of this sensor. The
lower curve corresponds to petroleum pollution ~r* 5
0.866 gysm3! in water. This sensor can detect easily
the absorbed molecular thickness of 1 Å.

3. Conclusions

In this research a new type of sensitive sensor ele-
ment is considered: the fiber-optic micromechanical
vibrated tip was investigated and optimized. Equa-
tions for the fiber cantilever resonance-frequency cal-
culations in a gas and in water were achieved. The
original method was developed for the joint solution
of the vibrations of a fiber cantilever and a surround-
ing liquid.
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